
For the first two-thirds of the 20th century, the most
common basis on which malpractice lawsuits were
lodged against physicians were allegations that the
physicians did something wrong.1,2 About three decades
ago, physicians began to be sued for failing to do
something right.3 This was when defensive medicine
came into being as a response to malpractice litigations
and now it has become an undeclared standard of care,
the cost of which is passed on to the patients.

Defensive medicine is practiced when doctors order
tests, procedures, or visits, or avoid high-risk patients or
procedures, primarily (but not necessarily or solely) to
reduce their risk of malpractice liability.4 While the former
is positive defensive medicine (assurance), the latter is
negative defensive medicine (avoidance).5 It is not that
defensive clinical practices do not provide any benefit to
patients, only that the expected benefits are small
relative to their costs. It may not be conscious. Some
medical practices may get so entrenched over time that
physicians become unaware of how liability concerns
initially drove them.

Perhaps the key findings of the Jackson Healthcare
National U.S. Survey of 2009 may assist in giving a
thorough idea.6 Ninety two percent of the physicians
reported practicing rule-out rather than diagnostic
medicine out of fear that they will miss a diagnosis. The
estimated annual cost of defensive medicine is $650 -
$850 billion, which means $1 of every $4 spent on
healthcare is spent on defensive medicine. Moreover,
emergency room and primary care physicians and
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists were found most
likely to practice it. An 83% of young physicians reported
being taught in medical school or residency to avoid
lawsuits. Emphasis during training has moved from
listening to and examining patients to clicking as many
buttons on the computer order set as possible to cover
every deadly diagnosis. A major portion i.e. 72% of the
respondents felt that defensive medicine negatively
impacts patient care. Unnecessary testing can lead to
false positive results and hence more invasive tests,
making complications more dangerous. Unnecessary
admissions have their own risks too, as hospitalization

exposes patients to new environment, lack of sleep,
relative immobility and the risk of nosocomial infections -
often triggering a considerable deterioration in function.

The risk of being exposed to unnecessary radiation is
another huge concern. A 2006 U.S. study conducted in
a Level-1 trauma center7 has found that blunt trauma
patients were exposed to radiation doses equal to 1,005
(approx.) chest X-rays from radiographic imaging during
the first 24 hours of their care - thereby potentiating
about 322 cancer cases per 100,000 exposed subjects.
Since the precise indications for ordering a CT scan are
often imprecise, it is hard to claim they are over-ordered.
Alongside, not only does the cancer caused by a CT
scan generally show up after decades but other
intervening factors are involved too. This indicates that
no one is scared of getting sued for ordering a CT scan;
getting sued for not ordering one is more likely to be a
fear factor.

It seems like for the sake of avoiding malpractice
litigation; more medicines do not equal better medicine.
Instead, it alienates patients even further from their
physicians, starting the cycle of defensive medicine all
over again. But the question is why do doctors order
unnecessary tests?

Fear of being sued is stated to be the most common
reason behind the unnecessary tests.8 Another reason is
the fear of standing up in a dreaded Morbidity and
Mortality (M & M) conference and talking about the
mistakes - much more common than relatively rare
malpractice suits. Once it happens, the same mistake is
never made again also ordering more tests even for
minor symptoms becomes much more likely. After all, M
& Ms are never held to explain cases in which all the
tests ordered come back negative.

Another suggested reason is that junior doctors cannot
function without the senior ones. Doctors in training are
no longer taught how to distinguish those patients who
need testing from the ones who do not; making testing
more of a reflex than a decision. Interestingly, according
to a study of orthopedic surgeons,9 young doctors are
less likely to order tests for defensive reasons, possibly
because they are more likely to consider ordering tests
as the standard of care and not view it as defensive.

There is a more subtle positive incentive too. Ordering a
test takes less effort than thinking about whether it is
really needed. An emergency medicine physician once
said, It takes 30 minutes of trying - and often failing - to
convince patients they don't need an X-ray versus 5
minutes to send them off for an X-ray.10
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Even greater concern is the American phenomenon
which is being disseminated to countries that have lately
managed to remain unaffected for example, Ireland.11

Common examples of defensive medicine in our local
setting include unnecessary labs, imaging, antibiotics,
consults, admissions and follow-ups, together with
avoiding high risk patients as well. Another example is
the unnecessary management of DNR (do not
resuscitate) patients.

Pakistan is the sixth most populous country with a total
population of approximately 180 million people12 and an
average number of 6.8 people per family.13 With an
annual per capita income of US $1085,14 almost 17.2%
people live below the poverty line.13 Even further, only
27% of the population enjoys full healthcare coverage
while 73% depends on out-of-pocket payments.15

Hence, looking at national statistics one may easily
conclude that Pakistan cannot afford defensive
medicine. What shall be done?

Listen to the patient, as the art of listening well can
sometimes surely lead to a faster and cheaper remedy.

Never worry alone.16 If you are concerned about a case,
consult a colleague, as an outside perspective can
support patient-oriented decision-making. Doctors
should feel confident enough if they provide optimal care
by obtaining a thorough informed consent, practicing
safely with evidence-based medicine, following standard
guidelines and protocols and documenting the concerns
and reasons that lead to decisions.

Physician awareness about costs needs to be increased
too. Researchers have found that simply by making
physicians aware of the cost of regular blood tests, cuts
the daily bill for the tests by as much as 27%.17 Minimize
radiation exposure by reducing repeated imaging
studies, using lower-dose or alternative imaging
techniques and returning to an increased reliance on
clinical examinations.7

Patients should be educated to ask questions such as
how necessary is the test? What diagnosis are you
looking for? What are the risks of not doing the test?
What are the risks of the test itself? Patients' active
participation in decision-making has significant
beneficial effects in overall outcome and satisfaction.18

Above all, keep in mind that unfortunate outcomes,
despite textbook medicine and a world of technology,
are one of the major facts of life - a bitter reality that one
has to accept sooner or later. Adverse events will take
place and they should be considered as learning
opportunities by presenting them anonymously at
monthly meetings in a blame-free environment.
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